Austria Jews Desire More Visas to Zion

Zionists Protest Agency Executive Allotment as Unfair

Yemenite Is Slain Fleeing to Palestine

U.S.-Reich Barter Pact
On Verge of Collapse

Refugees From Reich Brought
$50,000,000 to Palestine

Envoy Protests Anti-Nazi Play, Theatre Is Shut

Buenos Aires House Scene of Rioting as Facts Clash

Teuton Society Ready to Try for Itself of Palestine

German-American Con-ference Hit by Loss of Bavarians

120 Arrested Trying to Get Into Palestine

90 Serving Jail Terms as Remaining 30 Await Trial

President Rejects Peek Proposal

Tenton Society Charges Rebel Haegele Is Aiding Dickstein to Ruin Nazis

Schnuch Charges Rebel Haegele Is Aiding Dickstein to Ruin Nazis

Frankfurt, Mar. 20—A Yemenite Jew was killed today by the Erez Precinct Police when he attempted to cross the Yemen frontier on his way to Palestine, the reported.

Thousands of Yemen Jews of have been harassed by the fanatic Jews of Erez, who are emigrating to Palestine as quickly as possible.

Alfred Michel, Yemenite police officer, has prohibited Yemenite Jews from establishing residences of the locals and even barred them from passing through the port on their way to Palestine.

At the Erez hospital, Yemenite Jews were denied entry even though they are of the local group.

In its complaint against the executive, the Zionists note that the present executive, under the leadership of Dr. Max Mark, has refused to facilitate the emigration of Jews from Erez.

The Zionist Federation of Austria has always supported the present executive of the World Zionist Organization. Therefore, it is felt that the present executive should be replaced by a new one that will facilitate the emigration of Jews from Erez.

Nazis Arrest Two For Protection

Jewish Woman and Daughter Seized After Contributions

Brogel, Belzig (Jewish Telegraph Agency)

BERLIN, Dec. 19—The Jewish proprietress of a department store in Brogel and her daughter were placed under protective custody after Nazi squads had brutally attacked their house.

The Jewish family was forced to leave their home with little to take with them.

The Jewish firm gave away a large amount of clothing, money, and other goods to the needy families affected by the Nazi raid.

Endek Deputy Loses Power in Poland

Warsaw, Dec. 19—The Polish parliament today voted to remove the parliamentary immunity of the Endek anti-Semitic deputy Mr. Landau after he had delivered a speech attacking the Polish government.

The speech attacked the government for not doing enough to protect the Jews.

Endek’s speech was seen as a potential threat to the stability of the Polish government.

Weakened and at a disadvantage, Endek was voted out of his position.

Under the new executive, the Jewish community will have a stronger voice in the decision-making process.

Council Spurns AJC’s Proffer In U.S. Election

Jewish Women’s Body Also Rejects World Congress Bid

The board of directors of the National Council of Jewish Women has rejected the proposal on the grounds that it would not serve the interests of Jewish women.

At the same time, the Council of Jewish Women has rejected the proposal by the American Jewish Congress.

The position taken by Jewish Women was made by Mrs. Arthur S. Spilkin, president of the National Board of Jewish Women.

Jewish Women’s Body also rejected the proposal on the grounds that it would not serve the interests of Jewish women.

Rejects Nazis Resignation

The vote by the Council was taken on the eve of the first meeting of the National Board of Elections of the Congress, which was to convene last night at the Hotel
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Milwaukee Attorney Gives His News Prize to Talmud Torah

What do winners of The Jewish Daily Bulletin’s Biggest Jewish of the Week Contests do with their prize money? This question has been asked by many readers of The Bulletin and the answer is that not only are the winners of the two contests the most popular of the past winners if they would rather have the money than the award, but they also do share the $100 awarded weekly with others in the community.

A Milwaukee attorney, I. H. Paley, who won the $100 Biggest Jewish of the Week Contests, donated his first prize of $100 to the Talmud Torah. Mr. Paley wrote the following letter to the Contest Editor:

“At the outset permit me to thank you personally, and also the sum of twenty-five dollars, and may I state that I have donated this sum to the Talmud Torah. I really was surprised to notice my name as the winner of one of the contest prizes.”

One of the many readers of The Bulletin who have entered the Biggest News contest, won with his very first letter.

Winning Miss Boys Handbag

M. J. Waldman, of Milwaukee, N. Y., who was awarded a check for ten dollars for her collegiate division some time ago for her excellent letter, told The Bulletin that she was so surprised by the news that she felt the imperative urge to shout to the world.

“I saw a beautiful bag in one of the department stores that my allowance would not permit me to buy. I received prize money I went right over and bought the goods. It really was thrilling. This is the first money that I have ever won in my life. I thank the judge for her,” she wrote.

Miss Waftus is a student at Northwestern University, studying for the teaching profession. And, accordingly, she was not surprised to receive the prize. “I really has a nice taste in handbags.”

Student Takes Vacation

The energetic reporter called upon Leo Messmer, a student at Columbia University, and found that Mr. Messmer was using the money for a week’s vacation at an upstate winter resort.

“I had originally planned to do some college work before Christmas vacation, what with all the work I had missed and no dough, the union fund,” Messmer was the only place. However, when I had all the cash I received some prize prize of twenty-five dollars I immediately called my fraternity brothers and learned they were going upstate. The money certainly came in very handy and I wish to thank everybody on the judi- ciary board.

“You’ve got a splendid paper in The Bulletin and I think it would be a great service to the community. May I congratulate you personally, and also the sum of twenty-five dollars, and may I state that I have donated this sum to the Talmud Torah. I really was surprised to notice my name as the winner of one of the contest prizes.”

The Arthurian legend found its way into Hebrew literature as early as 1276.
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Peter Freuchen, a Resurrected Viking, Is a Danish Jew by Birth

Eight Feet Tall, Weighing 330 Pounds, He Is a Unique Figure

By MICHEL KRAJE

Imagine a man eight feet tall, weighing close to 300 pounds, with a large head and a thick, square red beard, with a piercingly cold, twinkling gray-blue eyes and aered nose; a man who limbers his big, heavy body to sidestep the forests of dense and ruthless and cold... and you will have a picture of Peter Freuchen, the Danish explorer, trader among the Eskimos, former naval officer, and writer. He is a short man in Greenland; international adventurer, a man who epitomizes everything we associate with the Viking, is a man who is a Viking alive.

His fame is but recent. Despite a lifetime of exploration and adventure among the Eskimos in the Arctic, Captain Freuchen was for long known chiefly to explorers, scientists, anthropologists, and others interested in Arctic study. Then he came to America, where he has been on lecture engagement and managed to arouse interest in his book, "Eskimos," which had already appeared in several foreign languages. The book was translated and published here, but did not create a stir. Although Freuchen was considered too ethnographical for popular consumption. And then some Hollywood producer saw the opportunity to make a motion picture about the Eskimos. Freuchen's book was bought, and he was sent with the MGM expedition to Alaska, where he was to be filmed.

Becomes an Actor

Up to this time Freuchen had no idea he was an actor. But after he had had genuine Eskimos for various roles, he could see that a man who would look like the trader in his book so he played the villain's role himself. He was all in for an interesting scene picture history.

A queer, unconvincing man is presented to the movie-going public, who is used to see the real, say, the roperien tongues including English, had no trouble leaving the Eskimo dialect, and he was looking upon it as an "snag," a medicine man, with the divine spirit, who knows the past, and who knew through the cultures were great. Recognizing this fact, the present age pointed to a pure and real Eskimo, he discovered an Eskimo who knew the spirit of life that went far beyond the white man's ideas of life, who was given a life, who was given a life.

Until 1934 Freuchen continued to write about his experiences among the Eskimos on expeditions into the remote north of North America, Canada, and lived in the Eskimo dialects.

Weds Eskimo Girl

He married a Canadian Eskimo girl, Nuvangana, who bore him two children, who are both living in the Eskimo language. Their father assured them they were far happier as Eskimos than they would be as whites. Freuchen's wife is dead, but he still speaks her language.

Captain Freuchen is just fifty years old, but is amazingly naive. When he first met the wife of his friend, Rockwell Kent, she asked:

"What a wonderful beard!

"You like it?" and he cut off a great piece and gave it to her. In 1938 he gave up his various interests, including his extensive farm in Denmark, to lend his love and experience to the search for Raoul Amundsen, who was lost in the Nobile flight beyond Arctic Rocks.

Arrested in Germany

Between 1941 and the present day Captain Freuchen has traced around the world on the subject he knows best: the Eskimos. He was seen off the ship bound for Denmark, not so very long ago. He was returning to his second wife and his farm for a while.

Three weeks later I learned by cable that he had been temporarily arrested in Germany, his manuscripts and papers confiscated, his

Has Spent Many Years Among Eskimos in the Arctic
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Canadian Hadassah TolHoldConvention

Conducts Campaign to Raise $50,000 as Tribute to Mrs. A. J. Freeman

(Moscow, Dec. 19—Canadian Hadassah, woman's Zionist organization, which has not held a convention since 1993, will hold its eighth convention in Toronto on January 23, it was announced here late.

The gathering takes on added significance this year because of the drive now under way to raise $60,000 in honor of the memory of Mrs. A. J. Freeman, president of the organization for Hadassah work in Palestine.

The opening session of the convention will take place January 24 at the Royal York Hotel, immediately after the close of the two-day convention of the Zionist Organization of Canada.

journey interrupted as he was passing across from home to the Eskimos on a lecture engagement. His cable ended:

"Thank God I have found someone who cares that I am a Jew!"
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U.S. AID TO JEWS
By MORRIS MARGULIES
(Secretary, Zionist Organization of America)

Ever since the United States attained its independence—long before the Jewish community gained its present size and importance—the national government represented and supported the friendship for the Jewish people all over the world and, wherever possible, has been actively and effectively intervened in behalf of the oppressed Jews of foreign countries.

In some cases, when the situation was grave enough, the government was ready to stretch a diplomatic point in order to come to the rescue of the "children of Abraham."

Often Aid Uncoordinated

Again, with the exception of Great Britain, whose policy closely parallels that of our own government in almost every respect, Jews in the U.S. have not done much, very often, uncoordinated, for the succoring of Jewish unfortunate wherever their cry of anguish might arise. In a great many cases, Jews have amply

Disatisfaction

The great dissatisfaction with the methods of distribution of Palestine immigration certificates is probably, more manifested recently in Poland than it ever before in Austria. The Austrian Zionist Federation has decided to lodge a protest with the Austrian Government. The Dismaintenance for the inadequate number of immigration certificates granted by it for Austrian Jews.

The Jews of Poland and Austria are demanding that they be right in their protests against the Zionist Executive, but the fact remains that the Zionist Organization of America in Austria have always supported the present Executive. Hence it must be assumed that their present dissatisfaction is probably based on solid arguments.

At a press conference in February, yesterday, members of the Executive explained that German Jews have brought into Poland certificates valued at not less than fifty million dollars. This cannot be halted since the capital in Austria.

The Jewish Refugee Council in Austria depend much more on immigration certificates from the Palestine Executive than the Jews from Germany.

That the miserable situation of the Jews in Austria and Poland, however, does not mean that Austrians and Poles, respectively, deserve more attention than the Jews from Germany.

Jews do not realize that the U.S. government understands and respects the wishes of the Jews from Germany and should not be regarded as a "Man's Land." The French government has provided passports to thousands of Polish Jews—albeit which aims at the destinations of foreign Jews from France.

This postponement will spell ruin to the movement of Jews—Polish and German—who have made their homes in France permanently. The French government is reluctant to obtain Jewish citizenship.

The solution of the "Men's Land" as emigrants immediate after the Soviet revolution. But now, the Polish emigrants, who made Parts of the Third Reich, have developed new business enterprises and definitely decided to remain in France permanently on their Nansen passports. Many of these children who were born in France.

These Jews of "No Man's Land" who could not return to Russia because of their social past would be in a serious position if they were not here.

The Polish Jews in France Not Forgotten

The Polish Jews in France are not forgotten. The situation of thousands of Polish Jews in France. These Jews are not forgotten by their fellow Jews. Jewish numbers from Poland to France, and by the end of the War, have built up new trades in France and have especially decided to settle in the provinces. They are not settled in Poland, a re-immigration to their native country could be done.

Added to the Russian and Polish Jews, there are thousands from Germany who would find themselves in a precarious position if France were to be expelled from under the protection of the League of Nations. These refugees could not return to Germany because of the Hitlery. The refusal of any one of these refugees is to be arrested and deported. The present French Government proves that he has not engaged in anti-Semitic propaganda abroad. It is to be noted that this is underestimated.

It is estimated that there are in France today no less than 300,000 Polish Jews, a large part of them are of Jewish ancestry, who would find their way into other countries, but a good number of them are people who live in the provinces which benefit upon relief. As a matter of fact, they are being sustained by the Jewish charitable organizations.

The Birth of the "Alien Bill"

The anti-ali bill, though it is long overdue, though it would affect hundreds of thousands of Jews, has been hailed by the Jewish community as a possible step in the right direction. The bill is expected to be made into law in the near future. It is expected to do away with the "Alien Bill."

Incentive for the bill arises from the strained relations now existing between the United States and the other countries of the world. There are tens of thousands of Jews in Poland, France, employed chiefly in mines and in agriculture. As long as the bill is not passed, the Jews in the U.S. and France, the French Jews are not entirely satisfied. In fact, many of them believe that all of the Polish laborers are employed in French industries. The French commercial interests are not pleased with the new political climate, as it hampers the sizable number of French Jews who have remained in the land. The situation will be improved if the bill is passed.

ALFRED KATZENBERG,
Albany, N.Y.
DIGEST OF WORLD PRESS OPINION

New York Jewry: Ancestors of Refugees

How many New Yorkers are dealing with the problem of helping Jewish refugees from former Soviet countries? One of the most prominent is Rabbi Jacob Neumann, president of the Central Synagogue in New York City, who is also head of UJA-Federation, the Jewish community federation that raises money for Jewish causes. Rabbi Neumann and other leaders of the Jewish community are working to provide assistance to the new arrivals, who are facing a difficult transition period.

Knowledge Essential To a Complete Life

The need for Jewish education for the younger generation is emphasized in an appeal to The Jewish Welfare Board of Vancouver, Canada. The appeal points out:

"Never before in the history of modern Jewish life had there been a greater need to instill into the minds and character of the younger generation the essential values of Jewish culture. In this age of rapid social change, education is more important than ever, and the need for Jewish education is greater than ever." The appeal emphasizes the importance of Jewish education for the future of the Jewish community.

Opposing Viewpoints On Herzl, Baron Hirsch

The American Jewish Outlook, a publication in Pittsburgh, comments on the recent positive view of the Soviet government to liquidate the Jewish autonomy in the Ukraine. The author suggests that this move is part of a broader strategy to suppress Jewish culture and identity in the region. The author also criticizes the recent positive view of the Soviet government to liquidate the Jewish autonomy in the Ukraine.

TEN YEARS AGO

In The Jewish Daily Bulletin

December 20, 1924

BOSNIA — Adolf Hitler received a copy of the five-year memorial to the Jewish people and their history, and he sent a copy of the letter to his friends. The letter includes a message of support for the Jewish people and their struggle for self-determination.

Five Years Ago

JERUSALEM — Harry Sayer, chairman of the Palestine Zionist Federation, issued a report on the situation in the region and the need for urgent action. The report includes a call for international support for the Jewish people in the region.

One Year Ago

BUCAREST — King Carol of Romania publicly attacked racial discrimination against Jews. He declared they would not be toler-
Critical Moments
By George Joel

Mid-Week Jottings

"The Sky's the Limit," with Joseph Smith and Charles Dale, which will have a very limited run at the Fulton Theatre, was a very snappy little one-act play.

I was overcome with a slight, piercing nostalgia for my bygone days when the week was not complete unless I had seen at least one vaudeville show. In those seemingly distant days the Avon Comedy Hour (you remember—"One glass of milk. It shouldn't make you nervous") was one of my favorite shows and in that quarter, Joseph Smith and Charles Dale were to me excruciatingly funny. After sitting through the above-men- tioned play and witnessing the antics of those not-so-wonderful comedians, I feared that this was happening to my sense of humor, for I could not laugh at all.

Perhaps it was the play itself, which excessively concerned itself with a satire on radio advertising and told what the public is publicized to think about a comic book. I hope, very soberly, that my feelings about "The Sky's the Limit" were caused by my personal rights rather than a perifilization of my sense of humor.

Masonic Banquet

On the afternoon of December 29, 30, the morning of December 31, and the evening of January 1 and 2, the international Masonic convention of New York, held at the Hotel Astor, was the scene of a number of notable events. One of these was the Masonic banquet, held at the Hotel Astor, which was attended by many of the Masons of the city.

Carole Lombard as Mary in "The Gay Bride" at Rialto.

Has New Film Role

Anglo-Jewish Paper Appears In Pittsburgh

The American Jewish Outlook to Publish Each Week

(Exclusive to the J.D.B.)

PITTSBURGH, Pa., Dec. 18.—A new venture in the field of Anglo-Jewish journalism, The American Jewish Outlook, made its initial appearance here this week.

The publication, a combination newspaper-magazine, is devoted to news of Jewry here both abroad and will be issued weekly. The first issue, consisting of twenty pages, contains news of world-wide events through the Jewish Telegraphic Agency Service. The publication will receive the Agency’s news and feature service weekly.

In a statement of policy, the editorial advisory board, consisting of Dr. Asher Jassan, Alene X. Alperu, Joseph M. Meyers and Dr. Max Schneir, stated that the owners, Albert W. Golomb and Edward Hinschel, are allowing a complete freedom of viewpoint.

The statement says that:

We recognize that honest differences of opinion exist on major problems and we respect a healthy difference when it is seeking the truth. To this end we will lend our columns so that agreements can be reached by means of open and free discussion.

We feel that prejudices are frequent barriers to the development of intelligence and that information can do much to eliminate it.

The book, which is fine and hopeful in Jewish life that does not realize as much attention of the series of sad occurrences which usually fill the news.

We invite the readers to share our obligation with us by giving a voice to some of the quibbles in the world thereby making this paper an organ of better understanding.

In an editor’s note ‘The American Jewish Outlook’ says: “It is happy and proud to be able to offer to its readers the exclusive services of the family famous and highly efficient Jewish Telegraphic Agency Service, which ranks with other great news services of the world.”

The Outlook Publishing Co., 608 Union Bank Building, this city, is the publisher.

The American Jewish Outlook takes great pleasure in announcing a series of articles by a brilliant new writer...

Abel Borden

- In LET'S TAKE STOCK! Mr. Borden presents a penetrating, realistic report on aspects of American Jewish life.
- Here are no maudlin, sentimentalized self-probing and high-sounding generalizations.
- The writer deals in FACTS. He has marshalled an astounding array of revealing information about the failings of Jews. Some of them are amazing enough to warrant inclusion in a "believe-it-or-not" volume.
- The articles, presenting as they do a vivid, truthful (even if it hurts) picture of our own fumbles and foibles, are intensely constructive.

Dickstein Will Speak
At Drive in Dominion

(Exclusive to the J.D.B.)

MONTREAL, Que., Dec. 19.—Representative Samuel Dickstein will speak here Sunday at the Monument Club’s inauguration of the Jewish Immigration Aid Society’s emergency campaign for $15,000. He was announced by A. P. Paul, executive director of the drive.

Others to attend the inaugural effort are: Dr. W. J. Jacobs and Louis Cohen, honorary presidents of the organization; Benjamin Robinson, president; J. Schaffer, who heads the campaign; H. M. Levine, treasurer, and other notables in Canadian Jewish life.

BETWEEN THE LINES

(Continued from Page Four)

to work for their livelihood, in France.

In a recent statement issued to the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, French authorities gave assurance that the measure is not aimed against the Jews, Jewish organizations in Paris are however watching the situation very closely, though no one doubts that should the bill become law special privileges will be made for those Jewish refugees in France who have nowhere to go.

SIT'S TAKE STOCK!

CAROLE LOMBARD AS MARY IN "THE GAY BRIDE" AT RIALTO.

The Jewish Daily Bulletin and Mr. Borden Challenge Readers to Reject the Facts Presented in This Series or Substantiate Them With Further Information.

BLACK ON WHITE

(Continued from Page Five)
Yeshiva College In Sports Field

Coach John Mitchell, the basketball
member of the newly organized
Yeshiva quintet, is coaching the
court-minded students of the Ye-
shiva College giants. Mitchell was
formerly the coach of Stevens
Tech, in Hoboken, New Jersey.

Yeshiva lost to the City College
junior varsity last Saturday night.
Nothing daunted, however, they
tackled the Manhattan fresh to-
night in the Japer gym at Sway-
ten Dorsey.

The Yeshiva basketball team has
echelated games with many of the
leading freshman and jayvee out-
fitters of Greater New York. They
will not play St. Francis College
as stated in the Bulletin last week.

Kaminsky Playing
Great Hockey

Max Kaminsky, of the Boston
Bruins, is playing great hockey
this year. Max played with the
Ottawa Senator's last year and
was one of the twenty-five high
scorers in the Canadian league.
His is one of the few Jewish play-
ners in professional hockey.

Neil Statis, the shifty center of
the team, was reinstated by
Prexy Coller, of the National lea-
gue. Statis had been suspended
after he charged Dede Kish of the
Star Spangled Americans over the
head with a hockey stick.

New York Revisionists
Hold Parley This Month

New York Zionast Revisionists
will hold their first conference
on December 29 and 30, it was
announced yesterday. Fifteen
branches of the organization from
New York City and vicinity will
participate in the deliberations.
Plans will be made at the confer-
ence for welcoming Vladimir Ju-
holinsky.

When Tannenbaum is In Doubt
He Consults The Bulletin

MORRIS TANNENBAUM prid-
ed himself on his stern business
demeanor, on his uncompromising
honesty, on his loyalty. He was
his own idea of a hard-headed business
man.

At home, under the influence of
Rachel and the children, the hard-
boiled business man became an easy
going father, who was fond of his
home, proud of his family, and paid
bills promptly for their maintenance.

Nothing pleased him better than to
have his wife and children seek his
advice. It was a form of flattery to
which he succumbed shamelessly. And

the feminine members of the house
helped spend a good portion of his
$12,000 annual income by playing on
his weakness.

One Sunday, when Rosalind, his
youngest, sought some information
on the respective merits of Bizo-Bid-
jan and Palestine, she did so, not to
impress her father but because her
Sunday School teacher assigned the
topic to her. And Dad was the most
convenient source of information.

"Bring me the old copies of the JEW-
ISH DAILY BULLETIN," Tannen-
baum said, "and you will have all the
information you'll need."
**He Was a Good German Jew in Those Days**

Present kashruth supervision methods for poultry were seriously contested in the recent high court action known as "The Path," recently formalized organization during a meeting attended by 50 persons at the Great Central Palace.

Rabbi Botz and poultry dealers heard the "plombier" denounced at the Tuesday evening meeting organized by Rabbi Botz, abruptly signaling religious supervision and not necessarily kashruth. Previously a speaker had charged that tagged poultry were not kosher, and a non-leacher and the statement all were members.

One of the few rabbis opposing the ban on untagged poultry, Rabbi Botz, was quoted as saying that according to Hebrew law the issue should not have been proclaimed. He was upheld by Rabbi Menahem. Another resolution approved by the meeting was that the untagged poultry should be sold to those.

**Leon Adler was chairman of the meeting.**

**Federation Group To Fete 3 Leaders**

More than 700 expected to attend testimonial dinner Saturday

The clothing and allied industries division of the Federation for the Advancement of Philanthropy and an American Jew will hold its testimonial dinner Saturday evening at the Hotel Commodore.

More than 700 reservations have been made for the dinner, which, according to Federation leaders, will be the culmination of the division's drive on behalf of Federation's 1934-35 campaign to raise $2,071,000.

Trumbull will be paid to the three men for their services and leadership in the field of philanthropy and affiliated activities, and for their work in other social welfare enterprises.

Speakers at the dinner will be Max S. Blumenthal, president of the B'nai B'rith and former member of Federation's board of trustees and a director of Menasha Industries. Chaim S. Greenberg, also a director of Federation, and one of its founders seventeen years ago, will address the meeting.

**Winning New Friends DAILY**

TO FEEL REALLY ALIVE YOU MUST KEEP WELL INFORMED

No other newspaper will put you "in the know" half so quickly and thoroughly concerning the most important things going on in the Jewish world as the

**U.S. Committee To Hold Parley On Biro-Bidjan**

B. Z. Goldberg Will Submit Report at Session Wednesday

The American Committee for the Settlement of Jews in the U. S. B. and the Soviet Union will meet Wednesday to discuss the Biro-Bidjan question in detail, according to an announcement yesterday by Edward L. Arosnow, secretary and treasurer of the group.

A report will be submitted by B. Z. Goldberg, Yiddish journalist, who traveled to the new autonomous Jewish region in the Far East. Details of the special investigation under the supervision of Dr. Marcus Nadler will also be disclosed.

Samuel J. Rosenweig will tell of the attitude toward Biro-Bidjan and American Zionist, while Janos Waterman Wise and William W. Cohen will report on the results of the committee, of which Lord Morley is honorary chairman, and Jews and non-Jews members.

Deliveries Made Friday by the Biro-Bidjan Group

300 Delegates Attend First Biro-Bidjan Congress Business Session

Deliveries of the first business session of the Biro-Bidjan congress, which opened yesterday in the city of Biro-Bidjan, was devoted to a lengthy report on the situation in the Far East, delivered by M. Goroshko, head of the agricultural department of the Far Eastern Economic Union. More than 300 delegates are attending the conference.

The session was opened by Joseph Lieberman, head of the Biro-Bidjan group of committees, who spoke in Yiddish.

A telegram was dispatched to the Biro-Bidjan committees, asking them to make it possible to realize Lesh's policy toward national minorities in the Soviet Union.